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Caliber:
Operating principle:
Feed:
Length:
			weapon:
			
barrel: - rifled portion:
			
- overall:
Weight:
			weapon:
			barrel assembly:
Height:
			weapon:
			bipod folded:
			on bipod:
Width:
			weapon:
			bipod folded:
			on bipod:
Firing mode:
Cycling rate of fire:

7.62x51mm NATO
Gas operated, open breech
Belt
1,260mm - 49.60’’
487.5mm - 19.19’’
630mm - 24.80’’
11.8 kg - 26.01 lb
3.050 kg - 6.75 lb
263mm - 10.35’’
225mm - 8.86’’
318mm - 12.5’’
118.7mm - 4.67’’
160mm - 6.3’’
408mm - 16.1’’
Full auto
650 to 1,000 RPM

Technical data on coax- and pintle-mounted variants are available on request
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service brands and brand names used here are trademarks or registered trademarks of FN Herstal, S.A. and may not be used, copied, reproduced, republished, uploaded, sent,
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FN MAG Machine Gun - 7.62x51mm NATO

A Worldwide Standard

®

FN Herstal is the original designer and manufacturer of
the FN MAG® general purpose machine gun.
With 200,000 units manufactured and adopted by over
90 countries around the globe (all climate types), the
FN MAG® machine gun is the unbeatable worldwide
reference in its category in terms of accuracy and reliability.
The FN MAG® primarily fires from mountings (on vehicles,
aircraft, ships and boats, or on tripods) but is also used by
troops on the ground.

Variants of the FN MAG® are available to meet a large
number of applications (land, sea, air):

The outstanding reliability of the FN MAG®
results from:
- An adjustable gas regulator
- A primary extraction reducing wear

The top cover features an
integrated MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny®
rail for day and night sighting
systems.

Coax-mounted

- A two-step feed increasing belt pull
capability

Pintle-mounted

The FN MAG® is also known as the MAG58, FN GPMG,
M240 or L7A2.

The FN MAG®
machine gun comes
standard with a polymer
buttstock, which allows
fast and efficient
decontamination of the
weapon after contact
with nuclear, biological
and/or chemical agents.

The Quick Change Barrel allows
a hot barrel to be changed in a
few seconds.
The FN MAG® fires from an
open breech, which suppresses
any risk of cook-off.

The FN MAG® can be
fired from the integral
folding bipod.

Conversion Kit
Existing FN MAG® machine guns with wooden
buttstocks can be retroffited with polymer
buttstocks very easily thanks to a conversion kit.
Conversion takes a few minutes and requires no
specific tools.

The infantry model
can be mounted on
pintle and on FN Herstal's
deFNder® remote weapon
stations without any
modification.

Wooden buttstocks remain available on request.
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